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ABSTRACT 
We give a sufficient condition for a sequence of points in the unit ball of C ~ to be an inter- 
polating sequence for H ~. This result generalizes Cadeson's  interpolation theorem in one complex 
variable, but an example shows that the condition is not necessary when n >_ 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let {ak}~ be a discrete sequence of points in the unit ball of C n. If it is the 
case that for any sequence {bk} ~ of complex numbers with ]bkl < 1, one can 
find a bounded holomorphic function, F, in the ball, such that 
F(ak) = bk, k = 1,2 ..... 
we say that {ak} is an interpolating sequence (for H°°). 
A classical result of Carleson [1] characterizes interpolating sequences in the 
one-variable case. 
THEOREM 1 (Carleson). In the disc a sequence {ak} is interpolating if and 
only if 
(1) E6>O Vk 1-[ [ a j -ak >_6. 
j*k I 1--ajak[ 
For more background on this theorem and references to further work, see 
Garnett [2]. 
Rather recently, Peter Jones [4] has given a simple, elegant and constructive 
proof of Theorem 1. In this paper we shall show that Jones' method can be 
(slightly) modified to give a sufficient condition in all dimensions. 
To give one formulation of this condition, let us consider automorphisms of
the ball. It is well-known ([5]) that for any a in the ball we can find an auto- 
morphism, q~, which maps a to zero. q~a is uniquely determined up to compo- 
sition with a unitary transformation. In particular 10ol is a well-defined 
function and actually we have 
(1 -lal2)(1 -I~ J22) 
(2) 10o(012= 1 II-a-~1: 
Moreover, in the one-dimensional case 
I~°(oJ: i - -~ l  
THEOREM 2. Assume 
(3) ar6>O Vk II I~,,~(ak)l ~6- 
j ¢k  
Then {ak} is interpolating. 
Using the identity (2) we can reformulate (3): 
(1 - [_aj[2)(1-- ~k[2)'~ 
(3') ~6>0 Vk II (1 
j.k ,, I I -~j 'akl  2 / 
__~t~ 2. 
This is equivalent o saying that each of the factors must satisfy 
(1 - lajlZ)(1 - takl2)> ~' 
I1 -,~i. akt 2 
(4) 1 - 
and that 
(5) Vk E (1 -lajI2)(1 -lakl2)< 
j 
In particular E (l--[aj[2) <~.  
From (3') we see that if all the points ak lie on one complex line through the 
origin, then condition (3) says the same thing as the necessary and sufficient 
condition in one variable. One can therefore ask if (3) is always necessary. This 
is unfortunately not the case. 
First we recall that, in the converse direction, Varopoulos [6] has proved 
THEOREM 3 (Varopoulos). I f  {ak} /s interpolating in C" then 
(6) ~tC VR ~ I (1 -0---~j'~!aj[2)(1 -lakl2)'~ 3 _C.  
(This condition is equivalent to saying that the measure 
should be an n-dimensional Carleson measure.) From what we have said above 
it is clear that (6) is not sufficient if n > 1. Nevertheless (6) is also in a way best 
possible, because we have: 
THEOREM 4. For any E > 0 there is an interpolating sequence, (ak}, such that 
; (1 - /a#)n-&= 03. 
Hence (5) is not necessary. 
Finally, I would like to thank R. Zeinstra for a number of useful comments. 
~1.PETERJONES'CONSTRUCTlONANDTHEPROOFOFTHEOREM2 
Assuming (3) and following the ideas in 141, we shall construct a sequence of 
functions Fk E H”, such that 
(i) F,(Q) = 1, Fk(aj) = 0 if j# k and 
(ii) F IF,(z)1 IM for /zI < 1. 
Then for any bounded sequence {bk}, the function 
will lie in H” and F(Q) = bk, thus proving theorem 2. 
Fk will have the form 
where I+‘([, z) is holomorphic in z and satisfies W(& 5) E 1, and Q0 is an auto- 
morphism of the ball as explained in the introduction. 
(That the infinite product in the definition of Fk converges can be seen in the 
following way: Since the product of the denominators converges to a nonzero 
limit by hypothesis, and since each factor in the numerator is of modulus less 
than 1, the only thing that might go wrong is that we get a limit which is identi- 
cally zero. But this cannot happen since the value of the product for z = uk is 
equal to 1.) 
Clearly Fk satisfies (i). The crux of the proof is to choose W so that (ii) 
holds. First note that by (3), 
As W we shall take 
(7) WC, z) = ew - C 111 ( 
1 +ii,*z 
1 -a,.z- 
1 +cf,.i (1 - l%12)U - lTj2) 
1 -cr,.[ > 1- lii,.[12 * 
Then, since 
1 +u 1 - -  [U[ 2 
Re 
1 -u  l1 -- /- / I  2, 
t W(ak, Z)] = exp [ - 
x exp [ + 
k t t t  
1 - [am.  Z] 2 (1-)amlZ)( l  - I~,l~)q 
I I-am.Zl 2 i~]-~m:~? J × 
(1 -  ~mlZ)(1- tael2)] 
J" 
By condition (5) the last factor is bounded by a constant, so that 
E l-lOm'Zl 2 (I-  
]W(ak, z)l-<C exp - ~ ] l - - -~m.~ l_]~m.akl2 j .  
To get a useful estimate from this we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let a, b, c be points in the ball. Then 
I I -o 'b l -<2(11-o 'c t+ l l -e 'b l )  
and 
PROOF. 
inequality follows from the first one since 
1 - 1~-bl = inf 11 - ei¢R • b[. 
tp 
The content of this lemma is that the expressions 
I I -O .b l  and 1-]a.b] 
satisfy a weak form of the triangle inequality. 
LEMMA 6. I f  lamt >_ lakt then 
1 -]a,n'Z[ 2 >l 1 -lam[ 2 
(8) 1- lam.ak] 2 -~ 1 ---(~k--~Z~ 2" 
PROOF. By lemma 5 we have 
for I zl < 
side that 
then 
1 - tO-bl-< 2(1 - Io. c I + 1 - le" bl). 
The first inequality follows from proposition 5.1.2 in [5]. The second 
1 --I~m .ak[ _<2(1 -t6,n "zl + 1 - I  z'ak[) 
1. We get two cases depending on which of the terms on the right hand 
dominates. If 
1 - ]~,,,. z[-> 1 - ItTk. Z[ 
1 - [a , , .  akf2-< 8(1 -IO,,,'zl) 
so that 
1-]am'Z] 2>,  1 -1am'Z l2>1> 
1_ lam.axl2--Y ]2~- -V - -  
1 1-1akl 2 >l  1-[arn[ 2 
>-- Y 1 -lax" Zt 2 -  ~- 1 ~_-~2 
since we have assumed laml > lakl. I f  on the other hand 
1 - la,n" zl -< 1 - lax" zt 
then 
so that 
1 -lore-axl2-< 8(1 - lax. Zl), 
1 -I~m.Zl 2 > 1 -l~m.Z] 2 1 -laml 2 
a_l~m.axl 2- ~ i : l -~ ,~+ 1-1~k. Zl 2 
in this case too. [] 
F rom Lemma 6 we get 
(1 -  larnl2)2] ' 1-1akl2 Z i ] -~ j  (9) IW(ak, z)[-<C1 exp -v  l _ [ak.z]2 ..... ->l~,t 
To facilitate notation we assume from now on that our sequence is enumerated 





h(t) =min (1, t - z )  for t>O. 
l_la, lu 2lw(ak, z)f-<Cuh ( _ l_laml= ~U~ 
PROOF. First note that 
1 -[akl z 2_<4(11 - ta t l  2 ~2 
1 -a~.z  - lak .z tZ J  " 
I f  we put 
1 - lak l  2 ( 1 -laml 2 ,~2 
1-l~k'zl 2=x' ~*.11 am'Zl./ =t, 
(9) says that the left hand side of  (10) can be estimated by a constant imes 
5 
It is easily seen that this expression is dominated by 
C.h(t) 
for 0_x< 1, t>0.  [] 
Now, let 
__ ( 1 -tak] 2 x2 
ck \]l-a~.zl/" 
From the definition of Fk and (10) we have 
IFAz)[--- C:[cgh( ~ c,,)]. 
m~k 
The fact that 
2 IFk(z)l <M 
now follows directly from 
LEMMA 8. Let h(t) be a positive non-increasing function on (0, oo), and let 
Cg >_O, k= 1,2 .. . . .  Then 
~, Ckh( ~ Cm)<-- h(t)dt. 
k=l  m>_k 0 
PROOF. Since h(t) is non-increasing, 
Y c,, 
Ckh( ~ cm) <- S h(t)dt, 
Ill >--" k ~ c ,,, 
and we just need to sum over k. 
§ 2. VAROPOULOS' CONDITION 
In this paragraph we shall prove Theorem 4, i.e. we shall prove that inter- 
polating sequences can be very large if the points lie well spread out over 
different complex directions. 
We claim that in order to show that a sequence {ak} is interpolating, it is 
enough to construct holomorphic functions F k, k = 1,2,..., such that 
(i) Fk(ak) = 1, 
(ii) [Fk(aj)[< 1/2 i f j~k ,  and 
(iii) 2 1Fk(Z)[ <-M for [Z[<I. 
k 
To see this we first form the functions 
o~= II ( l - F  A. 
From (ii) and (iii) it follows that 
]Gk(Z)]<_expM for ]z]<l  
and 
JOk(ak)J -- ~M> O. 
Moreover, (i) implies of course that 
G,(aj) =0 for j-~k. 
We can then define 
Ht(Z ) = Fk(Z)Gk(z)/Gk(ak), 
and Hk satisfies 
(i) Hk(ak)= 1, Hk(aj)=O if j:/:k and 
(ii) ~2 IHk(Z)[<CM for Iz]<l,  
which shows that {ak} is an interpolating sequence. 
For the construction of our functions Fk we start by choosing an infinite 
sequence of points co, on the boundary of the ball and a sequence of positive 
numbers rm, such that the sets 
Em={(ECn: I f l= l  and [1-gm.( l<100 rm} 
are pairwise disjoint. Next we select a sequence 1>Ro'>0,  tending to one such 
that (1 -Rm) is much smaller than ro" (this will be specified later). Then put 
So'=Rrn'{(6Cn: I ( l= l  and I I -em.( l<rm}. 
On each S m we choose a maximal collection of points 
a~, j= l  ..... N m 
such that 
II -aT.a'~ I >_ 100 (1 -Rm) for j~k .  
The set of all points a~" when j and m vary is called A. Finally we let, for each 
a e A, F a be defined by 
F,(z)= ( l - la[2~ "+1 for Izl_<I. 
k, 1 -a .z J  
Theorem 4 is a consequence of the following 
PROPOSITION 10. The functions Fa satisfy 
(i) Fa(a ) = 1, 
(ii) IFa(a')l<_l/2 ira-ca' and both a and a' lie in A, 
(iii) Y. IFo(z)l<_M for Iz[---1. 
oEA 
Moreover, if  e>O, we can choose {Rm} so that 
(iv) Y. (1 - la l2) " -~= ~o. 
aEA 
PROOF. (i) is clear. To prove (ii), we first consider the case when a and a' lie 
on the same Sin. Then 
so that 
I 1 -0-a '1  ~ lOO (1 -Rm) 
i F , (a , ) l~(  1-RZ~ "~'+~ 
(1 - Rm)lO0/ -~ 1/2. 
Next if a and a' lie on different sets Sin, say on S and S', respectively, we have 
(with self-explanatory notation) 
I 1 a-'-c' 0 -- ~r ' .  l -~- .c  <r and R'  
Since the sets E m are disjoint we have 
l1 - e. c't -> 100 max (r, r'). 
From this it is easy to see (using Lemma 5) that 
max (r,r')< ]1 -0 .a '  I 
and hence if (1 p2~<lr  for all m, (ii) follows. - - * 'mI - -Y '  m 
To see (iii) we first consider 
[F.(z)]. 
aeANS,,, 
Note that if a ~ S m and 
11-0"(1<3(1-Rm),  
Lemma 5 implies that 
I1 - z .  (I-<2(tl - z .0 ]  + 3(1 -Rm)), 
and hence 
f l - z - ( l _<8( l l - z .O] )  since ]1-z-al_> 1-Rm.  
Since the surface measure of the set 
Km(a)={(~Sm, 11-0"(I  <3(1 -Rm)} 
is approximately (1-Rm) n ([5], 5.1), 
1 1 ~ dS(() 
l1 -a.Zln+'- '<C( l -nm)" K,,,,u, I I - 'Z.( I  ------n+ 1" 
By assumption the sets Kin(a) are pairwise disjoint for a e Sm f3A, hence we can 
sum up and get 
r~ sC( I -R , . )  I [1 ~ zV 1+~' 
.~  ~, , ,~A - a " z l /  s°, - • 
By the maximum principle, it is enough to prove (iii) when ]z] = 1. We now 
fix z on the boundary of the ball. By assumption there is at most one m such 
that z belongs to E,n. For this m we estimate 
dS(O dS(() 
(1-Rm) I i i _ ( . z ,n+l<( l [  -Rm)  I1 s,,, I~l =R,,, 
which is well-known to be bounded by a constant independent of R m ([5 
ch. 1]). If Z~Em we have for (eS  m 
[1-(.zl_>rm 
(this also follows from Lemma 5 if (1 -Rm)  is much smaller than rm). Hence 
(1 -Rm)  j dS(()  <C (1 -R , . )  
s,,, ]1 - ( .Z l  n+l -  r m ' 
since the measure of Sm is of the order r~,. 
It is now clear that (iii) will be satisfied if (1-Rm) is sufficiently small 
compared to rm: since the series ~ r~ must converge, the condition 
(1 - Rm) <- r~n + l will suffice. 
All that remains is condition (iv). We claim that the number of points in 
A f)Sm is of the order (1 -Rm)-" r~, .  To see this, observe that we have chosen 
the points in A rlSm so that the sets 
{(~Sm,[1 -a ' ( l<- lOO(1-Rm)  }, aeANS m, 
cover Sin. The measure of each such set is roughly (1 -Rm) n, and the measure 
of Sm is of the order rnm, so that the claim follows from this. Hence 
~] (1 -la12)"-~--- (1 -Rm)-~r~n. 
aESj.NA 
To make the sum in (iv) divergent, we need only take R m so that 
(1 - Rm)E <_r n. [] 
REMARK. If we put 
G= I] (1 -Fa)  
aEA 
we get a bounded holomorphic function with a very large zero set. Namely, if 
V={(eCn:  ](1<1 and G(O=0},  
then 
l a-lal 2 1 vzvo= l_a. =l,l l<l VaeA. 
It is easy to see that the area of each Va is of the order (1 - la[2) "-  l and more 
generally 
I (1 -]([2)adS(()-- (1 -]a[2) " -1+= 
v. 
if 0_  a-< 1 (dS is surface measure). Thus our construction shows that one can 
for any e > 0, find a bounded holomorphic function whose zero set satisfies 
(1 -1(t2)  l -*dS(() = o% 
v 
whereas by the Blaschke condition, this integral with e=0 converges. Such 
functions have previously been constructed by Hakim-Sibony [3]. One differ- 
ence between their construction and ours is that in our case the components of  
the zero set are linear varieties. 
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